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About me

▪ Former NoSQL/MySQL Architect for Electronic Arts (and yes, I probably worked on that game you’re 
thinking about!)

▪ Original and Lead DBA for ObjectRocket, the high-performance Mongo-as-a-Service offering

▪ Mongo Master Alumni, and one of the early Mongo Masters

▪ Practice Manager for MongoDB @ Percona

▪ 15+ years in MySQL and other RDBMs
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▪ Design Models and logical data flows

• Click Tracking

• Blogging 

▪ Sharding in five minutes or less

▪ Considerations around indexing

▪ Re-examining the design models for scaling and sharding beyond one node

Agenda



Click Tracking Model
This pattern is actually several patterns, which in itself is a critical lesson: 
break down logic into work done, not applications in your systems
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Breaking a model into its parts

If we look at what we are doing from a workflow perspective, we find that we can 
assert a few things:

▪ You have two entity type objects
• Users & Campaigns

▪ You *might* have one mapping type object
• UserCampaign

▪ You have one transactional type object
• Clicks
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WorkFlow: Entity

If we think back to MySQL (or any other RDBMS):
▪ They are fully separated tables
▪ They have no implicit hierarchy
▪ But could be tangentially related 

For example:
Users do not belong to Campaigns

Campaigns do not belong to Users

When we have two high-level constructs, they warrant their own collections
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WorkFlow: Mapping

• UserCampaign is used to represent an N->Many mapping.

▪ In general, when you have an N->1 mapping, we could store N as a field in that 1 record. 
However, with the N->Many mapping, you generally have to "pick a side", 

▪ To do this we need to consider their relationships. Assumed relationships:
• Array of campaigns in each user
• Array of users the campaign will target in campaign document

• A key question we should then ask is, what is the minimum amount of data I 
would need about the campaign. To solve for this we have more considerations:

▪ Simple ObjectID in array
▪ Using DBRef Object so the driver can dereference the whole campaign object when needed
▪ Embedding some amount of minimum data such as Campaign ID, Campaign Name, Campaign 

End Date
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WorkFlow: Mapping (cont’d)

Aggregation an example:

ObjectID in array
• Only 12 bytes per entry, but you need to code to fetch anything about the campaign other than its ID.

DBRef
• Optionally can automatically merge the campaigns the user is part of, with their records to decide what 

should be done. Behind the scenes, this is a sub-query so you might not want that expense every 
time.

Embedding
• This lets you keep what you think you need embedded into the user document, however the downside 

is that if you wanted to change a value (other than the ID) you would need to update many documents 
that all have the campaign.
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WorkFlow: Transactional

$inc vs $set: How to think about data
You might initially think:

1) Users make clicks
2) Users are in campaigns
3) Clicks should be stored in users or campaigns

But as we ponder this, the above simplification is really very dangerous. 

Clicks really are your lowest common denominator building blocks (to take a term from Maths). 

Users and Campaigns are really just tangentially associated with a click. 

They should be included in the click information, not the click included in their information.
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WorkFlow: Transactional (cont’d)

If we consider what we will be asking, it would be things like:

▪ How many times as this user clicked?
▪ How many clicks did this campaign get?
▪ How well did the views/clicks/conversions work for a campaign?
▪ Can I break the above into groups based on the user who clicked inside the campaign to find the 

demographics where it worked best?



Blog Model
This is likely the most overused model in Mongo (I am sorry for using it), but it has another great view that  
the previous 3 flow models don’t have around embedding just enough data.
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To embed or not to embed

You have three basic approaches to how to deal with comments in a blog:

▪ Embed

▪ Embed and Ref

▪ Embed and Group



Sharding in 5 minutes or less
Just a primer, not a full sharding deep dive
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• All writes go to master node

• Latency-sensitive queries still go to master, but you can read from others

• Single replica set has voting node count limitation

• Vertical scaling is too expensive

• Memory won’t be large enough when active dataset is big

• Local disk is not big enough

• More effective use of CPUs in the same box

Why Sharding?
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There are three main 
components:

• Shards / Replica Set
• Config Servers
• Mongos 

Mongo Sharding
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Considerations when sharding 

• Sorts

• Scatter-Gathers

• Balancing Overhead
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Sharding Key Golden Rules

• Must be immutable
• Should not be non-unique (low cardinality prevents splits)
• No arrays, geo, sparse/partial indexes, or nulls
• No incremental fields on the left side of the shard key
• Never use _id as a stand alone key unless it’s hashed
• Avoid using dates and sequential user ID's
• If they are needed, put them on the right side
• Text fields are big -- try and avoid them
• Unique fields must be on the left side



Click Tracking Revisited
Now that we know a bit about sharding, what are some thoughts we should have around scaling this design
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Click Tracking + Sharding Thoughts

• Scatter Gathers as a performance gain!
• Making clicks spread the write load

▪ NO! Document locking is not enough
▪ Why using campaign, user, click_id is still bad

• Enter hashed sharding
• Knowing when to not shard and when to shard Users and Campaigns
• Read Scaling before sharding

▪ What’s good
▪ How does it complicate things?



Blog Revisiting
Now that we know a bit about sharding, what are some thoughts we should have around scaling this design
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Blog + Sharding Thoughts

• To embed when sharded or not to embed?
▪ Embedding
▪ Not embedding

• Grouping comments by range/page
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EMBEDDING:
Pros

• Even write load with hashed
• 1 read, 1 query, 1 shard
• These mix together and mean first page views will always be fast even on 

new blogs creating a great middle ground.
Cons

Non-embedded entries will take a much longer time to be found
as such some user could be upset at secondary page loading times.

Huge comments or more than a few comments cause size issues

Blog + Sharding Thoughts
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NOT EMBEDDING
Pros

• Avoids wasting space on any page view listing just the current blogs, 
where you do not want to display comments by default. Which is useful if 
comments can be rather long increasing the document size

• Allows comments to be evenly scattered across the cluster and pulled in 
parallel to the mongos. If done right can be MUCH faster than a single 
node.

Cons

• Getting the documents for a given query can take many round trips if not 
planned well

Blog + Sharding Thoughts
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Groups comments in pagination ranges
• A great blend between embedding and not embedding, as you embed just 

enough ( might be 1 , 2, 10, or 20 comments) but then for future pages you 
can use groups get the comments need, without having  huge cursor and 
skips.

• Could at the same time feel restrictive, as the client would not be able to set 
the number of posts per page granularly. As a work around if posts are in 
groups of 10 and they select 50 posts per page, you could make 1 query with 
{ post_id : XXX, group_id : { $gt: 1, $lte: 6 }} so that page 2 is 50 elements 
order by the _id  for ordering in the app.

Blog + Sharding Thoughts



Event URL: https://www.percona.com/news-and-events/community-open-house-mongodb

Price: FREE!

Please join Percona and Rackspace Thursday, June 30th, from 9 AM - 6 PM at the Park Central Hotel for the Community Open 
House for MongoDB, featuring technical presentations and sessions from key members of the MongoDB open source community. 
This event is free of charge and open to all, but we do ask you to register in advance so we can save you a seat.

Event Schedule:
Featuring expert speakers from Percona, Rackspace, Facebook, Appboy and The Washington Post. Full agenda coming 
soon! Please join us afterwards for a community reception from 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM. All are welcome to attend! 
When

Thursday, June 30, 2016 from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM (EDT) - Add to Calendar
Where

Park Central Hotel - 870 Seventh Ave at 56th Street, New York, NY 10019 - View Map

https://www.percona.com/news-and-events/community-open-house-mongodb
https://www.percona.com/news-and-events/community-open-house-mongodb
https://www.percona.com/news-and-events/community-open-house-mongodb
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/community-open-house-for-mongodb-tickets-25487506819?aff=utm_source%3Deb_email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Dnew_event_email&utm_term=eventurl_text#add-to-calendar-modal
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/community-open-house-for-mongodb-tickets-25487506819?aff=utm_source%3Deb_email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Dnew_event_email&utm_term=eventurl_text#add-to-calendar-modal
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/community-open-house-for-mongodb-tickets-25487506819?aff=utm_source%3Deb_email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Dnew_event_email&utm_term=eventurl_text#map-target
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/community-open-house-for-mongodb-tickets-25487506819?aff=utm_source%3Deb_email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Dnew_event_email&utm_term=eventurl_text#map-target
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